
Dear Sir/Madam. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in the ctp review for the point to point 
transport sector. 
  
Background 
My wife and I purchased a taxi in 2007 in Lismore NSW. Primarily it forms my personal 
superannuation if there is a capital growth (which is now in doubt after the ride sharing 
regulations are now approved) and an income once it is paid off. 
  
When we first purchased our business our CTP was $1800, this year our renewal will be in 
the vicinity of $3470. This is almost a 100% increase in 8 years obviously unsustainable yet 
increasing and compounding by approximately 10% year on year. Given that government 
levies are also costed as a percentage of our premium price the NDIS levy and GST alone 
would buy the CTP for a Class 1 vehicle. 
  
The review information. 
  
After reading the review information several pertinent points are advised and yet many 
more are left out. 
  
One thing that needs to be kept in mind in the taxi industry is that we are legislated to be on 
the road. We are told by government we have to provide a 24 hr service and that we also 
need to present our vehicle to all call outs regardless of location. This does not allow us to 
reduce our risk at all as we have to provide a service to our customers where and when they 
require it. 
  
This regulation actually penalises the Taxi pool for providing the service we provide. 
The taxi industry is the most trusted and available source of transport 24hrs a day. We are 
on the road during the most festive (and high risk) times of the day 365 days a year. 
In fact the review information actually shows that during the periods 7pm - 4am Friday and 
Saturday nights over a 4 year period is when most claims were made against Taxis. (147 
from a total of 264 claims) and yet we have no way of reducing risk as most injuries seem to 
be in and around taxi ranks most probably involving inebriated people who can only be 
described as unpredictable at best. 
  
Administration of the scheme. 
Recent information revealed about the scheme (ABC Radio) indicates that 43% of money 
raised in policies is actually used in administering the scheme. 
As a consumer of this product I find that to be offensive. Rude and nothing short of theft. 
43% of the money I pay as a premium is used to administer the fund. 
Lets look at that on its own. of the $3470 that I will pay for a ctp this year, $1492 will go 
towards administering my policy.  
Where is governmental regulation and oversight within this industry? 
  
Discriminatory pooling of taxis. 
  
Creating separate classes within the CTP scheme is discriminatory. As there are only 6000 



(approximately) taxis within NSW it is unfair that such a small pool of vehicles be made to be 
responsible to pay their own way for claims made against them especially given the fact that 
we are regulated to be on the road 24hrs a day 365 days a year. We have no option to 
reduce risk and therefore the cost of our CTP insurance. 
  
In the point to point sector Hire Cars and ride sharing vehicles will enjoy CTP insurance only 
marginally higher than Class 1 vehicles because they can limit, vary or even perhaps supply 
misleading information regarding the use of their vehicle to avoid the high cost of an ill 
administered CTP scheme. 
  
Competition. 
An obvious lack of competition only provides opportunity for insurance companies to price 
gouge our segment of industry.  
One point of information in the review package states that there may shortly only be one 
insurer for CTP's for Taxis having 98% of market share. 
Personally I'm astounded that Government has allowed this to happen. I cannot see this lack 
of competition being allowed in any other segment of industry. The public and government 
would be crying for more competition to lower prices and have competition within industry. 
Government needs to seek and encourage more competition within this segment of the 
insurance industry as a matter of urgency. 
  
Conclusion. 
  
Do you know its cheaper to get a CTP for a prime mover than it is for a Taxi? True story. 
  
If there is no reduction, and a rather large reduction (read 70%) in the cost of a CTP for taxis 
there is a very real risk of owners leaving the industry and joining the ride sharing industry. 
The current level of income and low cost overheads and flexible working hours borne by the 
ride sharing industry is very attractive to current Taxi operators. Combine this with a lack of 
legislative regulation means operators can work the most profitable times maximising 
income whilst incurring vastly reduced operating costs. (Old vehicles, no cameras, no 
signage, no base fees, no radio network, no uniforms) This is detrimental to the desired 
objective government is trying to achieve by opening up the point to point sector. 
  
  
The only fair decision government can make is to do away with the class segments for taxis 
hire cars and ride sharing vehicles and have one pool for passenger vehicles in line with 
option 4. 
We are all tax payers, we are all road users, we are all a risk on the roads and yet the current 
scheme provides no incentive nor reward for taxi operators who have never made a claim.  
For example take my business. I have paid approximately $20,000 in CTP insurance 
(averaging at $2500 over 8 years of ownership) and have never made a claim. 
 $20,000 or the cost of a quality replacement vehicle, and never had a claim, and each year I 
feel ripped off as my premium increases compounds and increases again. 
Finally we have a chance to be treated fairly and have real reform and to class all passenger 
vehicles in one class is the fairest option viewed. 
Yes there will be an $18 dollar increase for all policies a very, very small increase compared 



to the hundreds of dollars taxi operators pay yearly in increases. 
Less classes within the CTP scheme also lessens the administration costs incurred by the 
scheme. Imagine if the cost of administering the scheme went from 43% of a policy to 15%.. 
Dare to dream, pray for an efficient CTP scheme. Less classes= a fairer more cost effective 
scheme. 
  
I thank you for the opportunity to provide my feedback on a very ill administered and costly 
segment of the insurance industry. One that forms a major cost component of my business. 
I look forward to real reform, where all passenger vehicles are treated equally and costs for 
the scheme are funded equally by all road users. 
  
Kindest regards. 
Justin Stevenson 
Owner/Operator/Driver/Employer. 


